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About This Content

Overview

Two new original characters join the Rivals of Aether roster in this DLC Two Pack! Sylvanos, the Heart of the Forest, is the
third Rival representing the Earth element while Elliana, the Aerial Arsenal, represents Air. Both characters bring their unique

new abilities to the world of Aether and are sure to shake up your Rivals of Aether experience!
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Sylvanos

Sylvanos is the heart of the Aetherian Forest. A rageful deity, Sylvanos has only a single goal - to expand the forest over all of
Aether. Unfortunately, the great Rock Wall traps the spirit as he patrols the forest’s floor. Sylvanos leads the plant life in the

forest looking for ways to expand his dominance.

UNTAMED GROWTH - Sylvanos spreads grass as he runs around. The grass leaves if Sylvanos is away from it for too
long. Sylvanos can use Down Special to call Plants Rise and damage any opponents standing on grass.

SEED SHOT - Sylvanos’ Neutral Special fires a deadly seed into the air. If it hits an opponent it will lock them in place,
but if it reaches the ground then it will plant a flower that maintains a permanent fixture of grass on that ground or
platform until it is destroyed.

BURROW - Sylvanos can dig into solid ground and reappear by digging out from a different position. If he digs under
grass he can pop out with a strong bite attack to KO enemies off the top of the screen.

Elliana

Elliana is a snake from the burrows in the Eastern Wastelands who has always dreamt of flying. After her dreams of joining the
Air Armada were crushed by an intolerant captain, she sought the aid of Ayala, a brilliant engineer. Together they built a steam-

powered flying machine and with it, Elliana now plans to destroy the armada that rejected her.

OVERHEAT - Elliana’s ship heats up when she uses specials or her unique double jump that allows her to hover. Once
overheated she can no longer use her specials or hover, becoming more vulnerable to her enemies.

LETTING OFF STEAM - Elliana can perform Strong Attacks to expel steam away from her ship, lowering her
Overheat bar. The steam can also catch opponents or be blown away by attacks. When she is overheated, her strong
attacks let off a powerful explosion instead that can KO opponents.

ABANDON SHIP - Elliana can use her Up Special to abandon ship even when overheated. She launches herself high
into the air and her ship explodes. Be careful, as she is very vulnerable while outside of her ship and she must rebuild it
upon landing on the ground.
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Title: Rivals of Aether: Sylvanos and Elliana
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dan Fornace
Franchise:
Rivals of Aether
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX Compatible graphics card with at least 32MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Elliana is a tricky character that behaves drastically different as opposed to the rest of the cast- making her seem
"Underwhelming" at best to most people.

And Sylvanos has the capability of being busted beyond belief. Take your pick as to why I reccommend this :3
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